A model for the theta pinch is presented with three modelled phases of radial inward shock phase, reflected shock phase, and a final pinch phase. The governing equations for the phases are derived incorporating thermodynamics and radiation and radiation-coupled dynamics in the pinch phase. A code is written incorporating correction for the effects of transit delay of small disturbing speeds and the effects of plasma self-absorption on the radiation. Two model parameters are incorporated into the model, the coupling coefficient f between the primary loop current and the induced plasma current and the mass swept up factor f m . These values are taken from experiments carried out in the Chulalongkorn theta pinch. V C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
A theta pinch may use a single conducting wide-loop of capacitor-pulsed current wrapped around a cylindrical glass tube containing a gas at low pressure. 1, 2 The pulsed magnetic field associated with this primary current I c generates a potential which breaks down the gas in the tube and drives a current in the tube. The induced current loop heats the gas producing plasma. Initial ionization is likely to be produced on the inner surface of the glass tube. Hence, we take the starting radius of the plasma current loop as the radius of the glass tube.
This current I plasma flows in an opposite direction to the primary (circuit current I c , shown schematically in Fig. 1 ; cross-section shown schematically in Fig. 2 ). With a large enough current, the electromagnetic force operating between these two opposing current loops drives the plasma current loop radially inwards producing a pinched column of plasma on the axis of the tube.
Since the plasma current is pushed radially inwards, the plasma forming the pinch is not in contact with any electrode and is hence cleaner than either the Z-pinch or the plasma focus. This is a particularly useful feature for using the plasma pinch as a light source for spectroscopic purposes. 2 
II. THE MODEL
The Lee Model code 3, 4 has been developed and successfully used to describe a capacitor current directly driving the axial phase followed by radial phases of a plasma focus. This paper adapts the radial phases of that Model code to describe the theta pinch. In the radial phase of the plasma focus, the driving current flows in the axial direction along a cylinder, producing an azimuthal magnetic field which compresses the plasma cylinder. 3, 4 This is different from the azimuthal currents of the theta pinch which produces axial fields (see Fig. 2 ). In the theta pinch, the driving force may be quantified by the difference of the magnetic pressure exerted by the axial magnetic field of the primary fixed circuit loop minus the magnetic pressure exerted by the axial magnetic field of the secondary moving plasma loop. To adapt the plasma focus radial phase code to the theta pinch, the above points are incorporated. Another major difference for the theta pinch model is the circuit equation which needs to couple the discharge current in the primary loop to the plasma current flowing in the secondary plasma loop. The plasma loop interacts with the primary loop, with a repulsive force causing the plasma current sheet to be driven radially inwards pushing a cylindrical layer (or slug) ahead of it (see 
A. Radial inward shock phase
The front of this layer is a radially converging shock (shock front, SF, in Figs. 2 and 3) at position r s . Ahead of the shock (i.e., radius < r s ) is ambient gas. Between the SF and the magnetic piston (current sheath, CS) is the "slug" of shock heated plasma. The position of the piston is r p . Behind r p (i.e., radius > r p ) is a vacuum. All the gases encountered by the shock front are swept into the "slug," i.e., between radial positions r s and r p . Any imperfection in the sweeping mechanism is expressed by a factor f m the fraction of mass swept up. The circuit equation contains an inductance term which is made up of the inductance of the primary coil moderated by the inductance of the secondary (plasma) coil. This provides the coupling of the plasma motion into the circuit equation. This concept is equivalent to the consideration of the interaction of the two inductances as a mutual inductance. The net magnetic pressure exerted by the two coils on the plasma slug drives the radial shock front in the inwards direction. This determines the trajectory of the radial shock. The piston position at any point of time is calculated from the shock position by using an adiabatic rule. Following the Lee Model code, in considering the relationship between the shock front position and the piston position, we also consider the effect of non-infinite small disturbance speed (SDS). [3] [4] [5] The inward moving shock starts at position r s ¼ r c (whilst the piston starts at position r p ¼ r c ) and is driven inwards until the axis at position r s ¼ 0. We call this phase the inward shock phase or phase 1 of this model code.
B. Reflected shock (RS) phase
When the inward radial shock goes on axis (i.e., r s ¼ 0), provided the plasma is collisional as we assume, a RS develops, moving radially outwards; its position is assigned as r rs . In front of the outwardly moving RS position r rs (up to the region bounded by the inwardly moving magnetic piston at position r p ) is plasma already compressed and heated by the earlier passage of the inward moving shock. Behind r rs is a region compressed and heated by the earlier passage of the inward moving shock and then further compressed and heated by the passage of the RS. This region, bounded by r rs is a stagnated region (directed plasma motion reduced to zero), doubly shock-compressed and heated. This phase 2 (RS phase) ends when the outward going RS meets the incoming piston, i.e., when r rs ¼ r p . The RS temperature is postulated to decrease as the RS moves outwards; referenced to the radially inward shock speed (which had been recorded) at each RS position.
C. Slow compression (pinch) phase
The end of phase 2 marks the start of phase 3, the slow compression or pinch phase characterized in dynamics by r p , the position of the piston enveloping the plasma pinch. Typically, the experiment may be designed to still have sufficient driving current at this time so that the piston is still compressing strongly enough to "pinch" the plasma column further inwards. The end of this pinch phase 3, may have the column disrupted by instabilities. 6 Typically, this pinch phase is the one of interest in the applications of the theta pinch as a spectroscopic source. We include into this phase radiation equations for Bremsstrahlung, recombination, and line radiation, noting that for the range of operation of this device and for the gases used, typically argon or neon, line radiation is likely to dominate. We include plasma self-absorption to obtain a realistic radiation yield out of the pinch. 3, 4, 7, 8 In this phase, we also include Joule heating. The net gain/loss of these powers is included into the piston motion equation so that the dynamics is thermodynamically and radiatively coupled. The duration of this phase (termed t f in Fig. 3 ) may be computed by taking the transit time of small disturbances across the pinch column. The computation is stopped at the end of the pinch phase.
III. THE EQUATIONS OF THE MODEL
A. Phase 1: The inward shock phase The flux produced per unit current I c gives the inductance L c perceived by the primary circuit
where f ¼ I p /I c is the current coupling coefficient, assumed constant throughout the dynamics of the theta pinch. This assumption is consistent with the fitting of computed and measured current waveforms. 1 We write the circuit equation as
This gives us the first generating equation for this phase
2. The equations of motion a. Shock speed. The magnetic pressure exerted by the magnetic piston P m ¼ P mc À P mp , where P mc is the magnetic pressure behind the piston and P mp is the magnetic pressure in front of the piston.
From shock wave theory, 9-12 the pressure behind the shock (travelling at speed dr s 
2 where c is the specific heat ratio of the plasma and f m q 0 is the effective density of the shock moving into ambient density q 0 subjected to a swept up fraction of f m . If we assume that this pressure is uniform from the SF to the CS (infinite acoustic small disturbance speed approximation) then across the piston, we may apply P ¼ P m and thus obtain the equation of the shock speed
b. Piston speed. The speed of the magnetic piston (CS) is determined by the first law of thermodynamics applied to the effective increase in volume between SF and CS, 5 created by incremental motion of the SF. [3] [4] [5] 9, 11 This consideration gives us the speed of the magnetic piston (CS)
Equations (1)- (3) are the generating equations of the system. c. Normalisation of equations. For this phase, the following normalization is adopted in order to get the scaling parameters:
s ¼ t/t 0 , i ¼ I/I 0 with j s ¼ r s /r c , j p ¼ r p /r c , i.e., distances are normalized to primary coil radius. The electrical characteristic quantities are: characteristic time t 0 ¼ (L 0 C 0 ) 0.5 and
. We have
Radial piston speed :
where the scaling parameters are b
0.5 (circuit damping factor), and a ¼ t 0 /t s where t s is the characteristic time of the inward shock phase and
ðI0=l c Þ and characteristic speed of inward shock to reach axis is
Note that the radial characteristic speed has the dependence on drive factor 10 
Equations (4)- (6) are the generating equations in normalized form. By the process of normalizing the generating equations, we have found the characteristic speed of the radial inward shock phase.
With a given set-up, we have the electrical parameters: L 0 , C 0 , and r 0 ; the geometrical parameters r c and l c (we assume that the radius of the coil is the same as the inner radius of the glass tube) and operating parameters charging voltage V 0 and gas type and pressure. With some assumptions on the coil-plasma coupling constant f and mass swept up factor f m , the 3 generating equations (1)- (3) can be solved step-by-step with linear approximations connecting the charge with the current and the current with the rate of change of current and similar linear approximations connecting the radial positions with the radial speeds. The solutions are the current I c , and the radial positions r s and r p as functions of time. Alternatively the normalized scaling parameters may be determined from the real parameters and the 3 normalized generating equations (4)-(6) may be used to solve for the currents and radial positions.
In the slug model above, we assume that the pressure exerted by the magnetic piston (current I p , position r p ) is instantaneously felt by the shock front (position r s ). Likewise the shock speed dr s /dt is instantaneously felt by the piston (CS). This assumption of infinite SDS is implicit in Eqs. (2) and (3). To correct for the non-infinite speed, a delay equal to the transit time of small disturbance is included into the code so that interactive effects are realistically portrayed.
B. Phase 2: The radial reflected shock phase
When the inward radial shock hits the axis, j s ¼ 0. Thus, in the computation, when j s 1, we exit from radial inward shock phase. We start computing the RS phase. The RS is given a constant speed of 0.3 of on-axis inward radial shock speed 3, 4, 12 Reflected shock speed :
Piston speed :
Circuit equation: The circuit equation remains unchanged from that of phase 1.
Equations (7), (8) , and (1) are the 3 generating equations for this RS phase 2. These 3 coupled equations are solved for the 3 unknowns I c , r s , r p ; using linear approximations to connect r s to dr s /dt, r p to dr p /dt, and dI c /dt to I c and to integral of I c .
In this phase, the RS (position r rs ) moves outwards, the piston (position r p ) moves inwards. Eventually, the increasing value of r rs reaches the decreasing value of r p . The pinch phase starts.
C. Phase 3: Slow compression or pinch phase
In this phase, the piston speed is
and the circuit current equation is unchanged from Eq. (1).
Equations (1) and (9) are the generating equations for this pinch phase 3. These are solved step-by-step for I c and r p .
We have included the net energy loss/gain term dQ/dt into the equation of motion. 3, 4 The plasma gains energy from Joule heating and loses energy through Bremsstrahlung, recombination, and line radiation. Energy gain in the pinch will tend to push the piston outwards, whilst energy loss from the pinch will tend to compress the pinch further.
The Joule term is calculated from the following (plasma resistance R following Spitzer 13 and plasma temperature T following the Bennett equation 14 ):
The Bremsstrahlung loss term may be written as
The line loss term may be written as
where dQ/dt is the total (net) power gain/loss of the plasma column. By this coupling, if, for example, the radiation loss dQ B /dt þ dQ L /dt is severe, this would lead to a large value of dr p /dt inwards. Radiation from the plasma causes the plasma to cool. This reduces its hydrostatic pressure. The constricting magnetic pressure is undiminished by the radiation. Thus, the compression is enhanced by radiative cooling. The more the radiation the greater is the imbalance between the constricting magnetic pressure and the greatly reduced hydrostatic pressure. This increases the speed of compression. In the extreme case, this radiative cooling leads to radiation collapse, with r p going rapidly to zero, or to such small values that the plasma becomes opaque to the outgoing radiation, thus stopping the radiation loss.
This radiation collapse occurs at a critical current of 1.6 MA (the Pease-Braginski current 15, 16 ) for deuterium. For gases, such as Neon or Argon, because of intense line radiation, the critical current is reduced 17, 18 to even below 100 kA, depending on the plasma temperature.
D. Plasma self absorption and transition from volumetric emission to surface emission
Plasma self-absorption and transition from volumetric emission (described above) to surface emission of the pinch column are implemented in the following manner. 3, 4 The photonic excitation number 8 is written as follows: 
:
Transition from volumetric to surface emission occurs when A goes from 1 (no absorption) down to 1/e (e ¼ 2.718) when the emission becomes surface-like given by the expression
where const is taken as 4.62 Â 10 À16 to conform with numerical experimental observations that this value enables the smoothest transition, in general, from volumetric to surface emission.
IV. APPLYING THE RADIATIVE THETA PINCH CODE
Based on the above phases and equations the code is written for the 3 phases radially inwards shock, radially outward reflected shock, and slow compression (pinch). This code (phase 1 only) had been used by Chaisombata et al.
1 to describe the Chulalongkorn Pulsed Inductively Coupled Plasma (PICP) which is a theta pinch of the type described by this model. They measured a current (I c ) waveform from their device. They used phase 1 of the code described in this paper and fitted the computed current (I c ) waveform to this measured current using the current coupling factor f and the mass swept-up factor f m as fitting parameters. At 9 kV, 10 Pa (0.08 Torr) in argon, they obtained f ¼ 0.2 and fm ¼ 0.78. Using a magnetic probe at 3 positions they obtained reasonable comparison of the measured current sheath trajectory versus the computed trajectory of the magnetic piston. In 1 case (12 kV 0.02 Torr), they also measured radial speed of 2.5 cm/ls with electron temperature of 3.9 eV (measured with optical emission spectroscopy).
To simulate the Chulalongkorn PICP, we configure a theta pinch using their parameters: Figure 4 shows the computed primary coil current I c and the plasma current I p . The computed primary current waveform and peak value agree with those published in the Chulalongkorn paper. 1 The poor coupling constant of f ¼ 0.2 derived in those experiments is responsible for the low plasma current I p with a peak value of barely 20 kA. 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP: Figure 5 shows the computed trajectory of the radially converging shock wave driven by the radially compressing piston. When the radial shock wave coalesces on the axis, a RS is formed, moving radially outwards. At the point when the radial shock wave collapses on-axis (about 5.3 ls), the piston is seen to decelerate sharply due to the physics 3-5 built into Eq. (3). The piston then continues moving slowly inwards whilst the RS moves radially outwards. They meet at 5.8 ls at which point the pinch is formed with the magnetic field surrounding the column of doubly shock heated gas. The current is still rising. For this situation, the pinched plasma column continues to be compressed slowly inwards by the magnetic field until the calculation is completed at 6.5 ls. It is noted that the computed trajectory of the magnetic piston (current sheet) agrees well with the experimental results of measured plasma current trajectory of the Chulalongkorn PICP. Figure 7 shows the computed temperature time profile. For the radially inward shock phase, the inward shock speed determines the temperature which is seen to rise from 27 000 K at t ¼ 2.5 ls reaching a value of 165 000 at 5.3 ls as the shock speed rises from 0.7 to 3.6 cm/ls; the dependence of temperature on shock speed squared being severely moderated by the increasing ionization levels of the argon plasma [3] [4] [5] from an effective charge number of 1.1-6.2 (see Fig. 8 ). When the fast moving shocked particles stagnate onaxis the RS temperature jumps to almost 400 000 K. As the RS moves radially outwards, the RS temperature is postulated to decrease based on the decreasing speed of the plasma stream encountered by the RS. In this modelling, the RS temperature drops from 385 000 K to 140 000 K by the time the outwardly moving RS meets the slowly incoming piston, defining the start of the pinch phase at t ¼ 5.8 ls.
At the start of the pinch, the drop of temperature from 140 000 K to 53 000 K may not be realistic, being due to mismatch of the two ways of calculating temperatures-before the start of pinch, temperature is based on RS modelling; after the start of pinch, temperature calculation is based on Bennett equation balancing pinch kinetic pressure with confining magnetic pressure.
The code calculates the effective charge number Z based on the ionization fractions as a function of temperature calculated using a corona model. 19 The specific heat ratio SHR is also calculated. 20 These thermodynamic quantities are required for the equations of the code, e.g., Eqs. (2) and (3). The data are stored in a set of fitted polynomials of temperature for input into the code whenever needed. In the time interval between t ¼ 2.5 ls and 6.5 ls, the SHR has a value just under 1.2. The charge number Z rises from 1.1 at 2.5 ls to 6.2 as shock goes on-axis, then jumps to closed sub-shell value of 8 on formation of the RS on axis; then gradually falls to 5.6 as the RS temperature drops. With the formation of the pinch the value of Z has dropped to 2.6 before rising gradually to 2.7 towards the end of the pinch phase.
The argon line radiation is shown in Figure 9 . As modelled, the line yield only becomes appreciable during the pinch phase, reaching a value of 0.17 J at the end of the pinch. We discuss the yield further in Sec. VI.
We discuss the results of our computation of plasma temperature in the light of the time-integrated measurement of electron temperature reported in the Chulalongkorn PICP. 1 Why is the high temperature we compute from 4.5 ls to 5.8 ls not observed in the PICP spectroscopic measurements?
We first note that with the plasma parameters we expect the electron temperature to be in equilibrium with the plasma temperature; in which case the electron temperature that is measured should also be the plasma temperature. Two factors in this situation need to be pointed out: The contribution to the observed time integrated optical intensity depends first on a factor which is essentially the integral of plasma density squared Â volume Â time. In the case of the inward shock phase, the volume of plasma is small and the density is small; and the value of this factor is small relative to that of the pinch phase. In the case of the RS phase, we have considered this factor which turns out to be less than 10% of that of the pinch phase. Thus, this factor determines that the observed optical intensity heavily favours observation of the pinch phase. The other factor to consider is the relative intensity of the lines available to the Chulalongkorn experimental setup of 200-800 nm. An inspection of the relative intensities of the lines within this spectral range 21, 22 for Ar ions from first ionized Ar II to Ar IX shows that the lines recorded in the Chulalongkorn experiments are likely from Ar II to IV. This is consistent with the spectral contribution coming from the pinch which has effective charge number of 2.6. This is confirmed by a careful study of NIST tables and line identification plots.
22
Combining both the factors discussed above, observation based on spectral window of 200-800 nm will record only the pinch phase. Thus, our computed temperature of the pinch of 53 000 K is not too far away from the higher end of the measured range of 50 000 K of the PCIP experiment. 1 We note that Fig. 9 computes the argon line radiation to occur during the pinch phase reaching a value of 0.17 J emitted from the pinch.
VI. CONCLUSION
A model and code for the theta pinch has been developed and the results are consistent with the current, trajectory, and temperature measurements of the Chulalongkorn PICP experiment. From the computed and experimental results, it is clear that the Chulalongkorn theta pinch is not efficiently coupled to the primary loop current. The main inefficiency is the current coupling coefficient which is only 0.2 resulting in an argon line yield of 0.17 J (Fig. 9) or 0.01% of storage energy. The poor coupling is likely due to the low speed of the radial inward shock waves resulting in low magnetic Reynolds numbers associated with the electromagnetic drive. 23, 24 With higher shock speeds, this coupling coefficient could be improved to the 0.5 level and the plasma would be more efficiently heated throughout the theta pinch phases. The code could be used to estimate what the improved plasma conditions could be.
For example, changing the value of f to 0.5 increases the on-axis shock speed to 4.6 cm/ls, pinch temperature to 150 000 K and Z to 6 with an increased argon line yield of 0.9 J. Increasing the charging voltage to 15 kV and operating at a higher pressure of 0.1 Torr, the pinch temperature is increased further to 215 000 K with a Z of 7.2 and argon line yield of 35 J or 0.5% of storage energy. Strong radiative cooling effects are observed in the results of the numerical experiments at 15 kV. A reduction in operating pressure would further increase the pinch temperature to reach a closed sub-shell Z value of 8. Numerical experiments on other gases, such as neon krypton and xenon, could also be run to extend the range of the work. Depending on the intended use of the plasma, the density and temperature in various gases may be adjusted accordingly, using the code as a guide. 
